To Whom it may Concern:
The Tukwila Firefighters for Democracy PAC would like to respond to Glen Morgan's complaint to the
PDC dated July 10th, 2017.
TFFD is sincerely interested in absolute compliance with PDC requirements, and we are working
immediately to update filings as needed.
To address the complaints in order:
1) Failure to file accurate, timely C3 and C4 reports
We agree with the complaint. Historically, some reports have been filed past the deadline. However,
we believe the reports are complete and accurate, and we are resolved to comply with deadlines going
forward. We completely disagree with Mr. Morgan's characterization that this is a pattern to hide
campaign contributions from the public. Our PAC's endorsement and support of local political
candidates is always a very public and celebrated process and our clear intent is transparent and open
participation in the political process.
2) Failure to list all committee officers, failure to update C1 forms
We agree with the complaint. While investigating this, we realized that, although the C1 forms were
filled out and completed in the ORCA program, we never actually validated and submitted them. This is
a case of user error, and we are in the process of validating and submitting the C1 forms for the 2013,
2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017 campaigns. We apologize, and again, it is a simple case of operator error.
3) Illegal unauthorized expenditure by individual not listed as an officer
This is due to the issues discussed above in #2, where our C1 forms were not electronically
submitted. We are validating and submitting C1 forms for these years that list all officers.

We have changed some of our organizational processes to better handle PDC compliance during our
annual leadership changes, and we are sending one of our board members to attend the PDC's ORCA
class. We anticipate meticulous compliance with PDC requirements going forward.
Thank you,
James Evans
Tukwila Firefighters for Democracy

